Chair Fans as Energy Efficient Strategy to Aid Localized Ventilation
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Abstract

Nowadays, the air conditioning industry is deviating from the conventional mixing ventilation technique towards localized ventilation. Displacement ventilation and ceiling personalized ventilation are localized systems presenting a high potential in insuring good indoor air quality while reducing the energy consumption compared to mixing ventilation. In this work it is proposed to enhance their performance by assisting them with chair fans controlling the behavior of occupants’ convective plumes.

Computational fluid dynamics models were developed to simulate office spaces ventilated by displacement ventilation and ceiling personalized ventilation equipped with chair fans. The Lagrangian technique was adopted to track particle trajectories to determine particle behavior after generation from occupant respiratory activity. A parametric study was conducted to assess the effect of chair fan flow rate on each system performance in terms of indoor air quality.

Recommendations were given to reduce cross-infection between occupants for both types of localized systems studied with reduced energy consumption. The total chair fans flow rate was optimized for both cases to insure acceptable indoor air quality resulting in significant energy savings. It was found that the optimal total chair fans flow rate per occupant was approximately 14 L/s when assisting displacement ventilation while it was 10 L/s when aiding ceiling personalized ventilation.
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1. Introduction

People spend more than 80% of their time in indoor spaces [1,2]. Therefore, the indoor environment should be healthy and comfortable. Occupants constitute one of the main sources of contaminants’ release especially through the respiratory activities [3,4]. Disease transmission between occupants represents a threat to their health and should be avoided.

In particular, offices are becoming very crowded with occupants under the constraints of reducing the energy consumption and efficient use of the space [5]. The compromise between insuring a high level of indoor air quality (IAQ) and reducing the energy consumption challenges the design of the ventilation system adopted. Therefore new engineering strategies should be implemented to ventilation systems.

Recently, localized air conditioning has gained popularity as it locally provides the occupants needs minimizing energy costs while maintaining good IAQ [6]. Two main types of localized ventilation are present in the heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) industry: vertical and horizontal localized ventilation where the space is divided into zones in the vertical and horizontal directions respectively. The most popular vertical localized system is displacement ventilation (DV) known for its effectiveness in providing high IAQ at a lower energy cost and widely used in office buildings [7]. Unlike conventional air conditioning systems, DV systems turn the air distribution upside down by supplying fresh air near the floor level at a low velocity of less than 0.2 m/s and temperature greater than 18 °C to avoid thermal draft to occupants in the lower zone. The relatively high DV supply temperature compared to conventional mixing ventilation (MV) limits its applicability to cooling loads lower than 40 W/m². Therefore, for higher loads other localized systems should be used.

Horizontal localized systems dividing the space horizontally into microclimates around the occupants surrounded by a macroclimate have captured the attention of many researchers. In fact, localized airflows lead to temperature and particle concentration segregations with low air mixing between the microclimates and macroclimate which allow controlling the transmission of contaminated particles. A recent type of horizontal localized flows consist on ceiling
personalized ventilation (CPV) systems which are practical to use since they don’t require additional installation cost and can be retrofitted to spaces ventilated by mixed ventilation (MV) systems of ceiling supply type [8].

Melikov [9] underlined the efficiency of controlling airflow interactions in the micro-environment of the human body for improved local air quality and occupant comfort. For this reason, in the current work it is proposed to aid localized ventilation by chair fans (CF).

This work aims towards investigating cross-contamination in office spaces in both vertical localizing DV and horizontal localizing CPV systems (Figure 1). Implementing new engineering strategies to the studied ventilation systems is expected to enhance their performance leading to acceptable IAQ with lower energy consumption.

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models were developed to simulate behavior of particles generated by respiratory activities in offices ventilated by DV and CPV systems. The performance of CF equipped with DV and CPV systems was investigated and optimized. The chair fan flow rate was varied to insure high level of IAQ with reduced energy consumption for both systems.

2. Methods

A detailed CFD model that can accurately predict the entrainment of air by the rising plumes and their interaction with the jets of the CF was developed and the Lagrangian technique was used to track particle trajectories. The developed CFD model was used to investigate the effect of the CF operation on DV and CPV performance in respect with reduced cross-contamination between occupants.

A. CFD Model Features

To accurately simulate the ventilated space, the CFD model should capture the variable physics affecting the airflow behavior involving turbulence, buoyancy effects, and formation of surfaces boundary layers. The velocity, thermal, and concentration fields were computed using
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Fig. 1: Chair fans operation for controlling the rising thermal plumes in: a) displacement ventilation system (DV); b) ceiling personalized ventilation system (CPV).
the commercial software ANSYS Fluent. The generated grid was constituted by tetrahedral unstructured elements. The Eulerian approach was adopted to simulate the room air because it can be modeled as a continuous fluid [10]. ANSYS Fluent provides a numerical solution for the Navier-Stokes equations by transforming those to algebraic equations. Variable discretization schemes are offered by ANSYS Fluent software and different options for turbulence modeling are provided [11]. The turbulence kinetic energy, dissipation rate, and momentum equations, were discretized by a second-order upwind scheme. The pressure equation was solved by the “PRESTO!” scheme and the coupling between the velocity and pressure fields was performed using the SIMPLE algorithm to [11]. The Realizable k-ε model was adopted for turbulence modeling as it is accurate in predicting the spread rate of round and planar round jets and convenient in modeling air recirculation [11]. The incompressible ideal gas law was used to consider buoyant plumes [11].

A tetrahedral unstructured mesh was generated and a combination of face sizing and surface inflation was performed for mesh refinement and resolution of the surfaces’ boundary layer. Furthermore, enhanced wall treatment was selected for better adaptation of the turbulence modeling near surfaces [11]. This treatment allowed switching between the two-layer model and the enhanced wall function depending on the grid size.

A grid independence test was conducted for proper selection of the mesh elements’ number compromising between accuracy and computational time cost. Numerical convergence was judged to be reached when scaled residuals became lower than $10^{-5}$.

**B. Modeling of Particle Transport**

The Lagrangian tracking technique was selected to predict the behavior of generated particles within the space. The Lagrangian approach tracks particles’ path via the trajectory method which consists on treating the particle dynamics by the second law of newton [12,13]. Thus particle motion can be determined by involving the different forces acting on the particle (drag force, lift force, gravitational force…)

In order to investigate the effect of local turbulence intensities on the path of particles, the discrete random walk model (DRW) was adopted. DRW is based on a stochastic approach for modeling the effect of velocity fluctuations on particle trajectories [11,14]. For this reason, the number of tracked particle trajectories should be high enough to insure statistically stable results [13,15]. The particle source in-cell (PSI-C) scheme was used to correlate between particle concentration and trajectories within each computational cell [16,17]. It was found that 200,000 particle trajectories allowed obtaining a stable solution for the concentration field [17].

**C. Boundary Conditions**

Accurate CFD predictions of the velocity, thermal and concentration fields require appropriate boundary conditions. At inlets, velocity magnitude, direction, and turbulent intensity were specified for modeling of the velocity field. At exhausts, the pressure outlet condition with zero gage pressure was selected. On the other hand, at fan inlets, the “fan” boundary condition was adopted and the pressure drop was determined for fans’ jets modeling [18]. For thermal field prediction, heat fluxes were determined at surfaces.

For concentration field modeling, the characteristics of particle generation resulting from normal breathing were used [19]. As in indoor environments airflow velocities are much lower than the ones needed for particle detachment [20], particle re-suspension can be neglected. In order to model particle deposition, the “trap” treatment of the Lagrangian technique was selected at walls [17]. At the outlet, the “escape” treatment was adopted to end the particle trajectory.

**3. Problem Description**

The aim of this work is to investigate the ability of DV and CPV systems in reducing cross-infection between occupants in typical office spaces. Two-station office spaces occupied by two persons were considered. One occupant generated particles simulating the infected person while the other one represented the exposed person. In order to enhance the performance of both systems it was proposed to assist them with CF.

The mode of operation of the CF should be selected in correspondence with the type of ventilation. In fact, CF assistance targets the proper control of the convective human plumes. In DV systems air motion is triggered by buoyancy effects creating vertical upward flow in the occupied zone. In this case, rising thermal plumes play a positive role in carrying contaminants generated by the infected person upward to be exhausted at the ceiling level [21]. Therefore, when assisted with DV, the CF should be operated to strengthen the rising thermal plumes by blowing air upwards thus favoring the removal of contaminants and exposed occupant protection from disease transmission (see Fig. 1). On the other hand, in CPV systems, the occupant upward convective plumes oppose the delivery of the downward CPV jet (see Fig. 1). Hence, when aiding CPV the CF should suppress the occupant plumes by sucking them downward to facilitate the propagation of the downward CPV jet (Fig. 1).

Using the proper direction of the CF jets depending on the ventilation configuration, the CF flow rate was optimized for reduced cross-contamination between the occupants.

**4. Results and Discussions**

**A. Assisting DV by CF**

The purpose of assisting DV with CF was to increase the strength of the thermal plumes. This increase played a double positive role. On one hand, increasing the infected
plume strength enhanced its effectiveness in the removal of contaminated particles. On the other hand, it improved the protective effectiveness of the exposed plume which constituted a barrier to particle diffusion to the exposed plume and blew relatively clean air to the occupant’s breathing zone. The total CF flow rate per occupant was varied from 0 to 20 L/s for optimization. Figure 2 represents the effect of the total CF flow rate per occupant on: a) the intake fraction of 1 μm particles at the exposed occupant breathing level for different DV supply flow rates; and b) the variation with height of the average normalized concentration of 1 μm particles within the surrounding air for a DV supply flow rate of 80 L/s.

The intake fraction represents the ratio of the contaminant concentration in the air inhaled by the exposed person to the contaminant concentration in the air exhaled by the infected occupant. The intake fraction is an indication of the air quality at the breathing level of the healthy occupant. On the other hand, the normalized concentration within the surrounding air is the ratio of the contaminant concentration in the surrounding air to the contaminant concentration in the exhaled air of the infected occupant. The observation of the variation of this variable with height illustrates the concentration stratification created by the DV system.

With the increment of the CF flow rate, the strength of the contaminated flows increased (Fig. 1) and the sucked clean air reached higher levels within the exposed plume (see Fig. 1). Therefore, with the increase of the CF flow rate the contaminants’ transport by the infected plume was strengthened and particle diffusion from the surrounding towards the healthy occupant was reduced which explains the decrease of the intake fraction with the operation of CF compared to the standalone DV system (Fig. 2a). Nevertheless, plume strengthening is accompanied with a reduction of the stratification height (Fig. 2b) defined as the level at which the summation of plumes’ flow rates equals the DV supply flow rate. In fact, the stratification height separates between the contaminated and clean zones as the surrounding air flow is downward above this height while the airflow is upward below it due to the mass conservation principle (Fig.1). Therefore, the recirculation of contaminants towards the occupied zone increased with the decrease in the level of the stratification height (Fig. 2b). This has a bad effect on the air quality at the breathing level of the occupants.

Hence, the positive role played by the CF increasing the plumes strength and blowing relatively clean air to the breathing level is opposed by the increase of contaminant transport downward towards the occupied zone. This explains the presence of an optimal CF flow rate for which the positive effect created by the CF overwhelms the negative effect reducing significantly the cross-contamination between the occupants. For a fixed DV supply flow rate, the intake fraction decreased as the total CF flow rate per occupant increased from 0 to approximately 14 L/s. On the other hand, for larger CF flow rates, the decrease in the level of the stratification height degraded the performance of the CF increasing the intake fraction at the breathing level.

The effectiveness of CF operation increased with small DV flow rates as shown in Figure 2a. In, fact assisting DV by CF reduces the difference in intake fractions obtained for different DV supply flow rates compared to the large differences observed for the case of standalone DV system.

When operated at the optimal flow rate the CF assisting the DV system allows to obtain equivalent IAQ performance of the standalone DV system at much smaller DV supply flow rate resulting in considerable energy savings.

B. Assisting CPV by CF

In opposition to the case of assisting DV by CF, the goal of assisting CPV with CF was to decrease the strength of the thermal plumes. In the studied CPV system, each occupant was supplied with fresh air (10 L/s at 16°C) downward from a ceiling single nozzle centered within a peripheral diffuser delivering recirculated air (35 L/s at 16°C) at 45° angle resulting in a canopy around the occupant (fig. 3). Figures 3 and 4 represent a comparison, between the standalone CPV system and the CPV system assisted by CF sucking air at 10L/s, of the velocity and...
temperature fields respectively in the two-station office space at the symmetry plane. As the rising thermal plumes oppose the delivery of the CPV jets, the efficiency of the CPV system can be increased by suppressing the human convective plumes (Figs. 3-4).

With the increase of CF flow rate, the CPV jet momentum is strengthened reaching the breathing level more effectively (Fig. 3). Figure 5 represents the effect of the total CF flow rate per occupant when assisting CPV on the intake fraction of 1 μm particles at the exposed occupant breathing level.

For CF flow rate flow between 0 and 10 L/s, the presence of CF reduced the intake fraction resulting in significant enhancement of the CPV performance (Fig. 5). Figure 6 represents the concentration of 1 μm particles in the two-station office space at the symmetry plane for standalone CPV system compared to CPV assisted by CF sucking air at 10L/s.

The CF decreased particle transport between the two stations and increased the exposed person protection via facilitating clean air delivery to the breathing level of the occupants (Fig. 6). Nevertheless, CF operation resulted in more air mixing within the canopy created by the diffusers of the CPV system. This enhanced contaminant mixing close to the breathing level tending to increase the
intake fraction. The two opposing effects of CF operation resulted in an optimal total CF flow rate per occupant of approximately 10 L/s insuring a minimal $F_I$ (Fig. 6).

Therefore, the single nozzle fresh air flow rate can be significantly reduced when CPV is assisted by CF to obtain equivalent IAQ compared to the standalone CPV system reducing largely the energy consumption.

5. Conclusion

In this work, the ability of vertical and horizontal localized ventilation systems in reducing cross-contamination between occupants in office spaces was investigated and their assistance with CF was proposed to enhance their performance in terms of IAQ and energy consumption. A CFD model was developed to investigate the effect of the CF operation on DV and CPV performance in respect with reduced cross-contamination between occupants. Assisting different types of localized ventilation by CF enhanced their performance by proper control of the rising thermal plumes strength in correspondence with the type of localized system used. For instance, when assisting DV, for which air motion is triggered by buoyancy effects, the CF were operated to increase the strength of rising thermal plumes by blowing air upwards thus favoring the removal of contaminants and exposed occupant protection from disease transmission. On the other hand, when aiding CPV the CF were used to suppress the occupant convective plumes opposing the fresh air delivery by sucking air downward therefore facilitating the propagation of the downward CPV jet. The total CF flow rate per occupant was optimized for both cases to insure high IAQ resulting in significant energy savings. It was found that the optimal total CF flow rate per occupant was 14 L/s when assisting DV while it was 10 L/s when aiding CPV.
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